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Unique round mouthblown glassorbs, fiddled onto a thick rope like a huge
necklace, freely suspended in different architectural situations, celebrating and
highlighting the occasions and places just as its own selfish sculptural quality and
vanity, these spheres have been part of Kaspar Müller practice since more then a
decade.
As much as they interact with space and architecture, they lure the viewer into an
ambiguous game of attraction and rejection, not only literally on the surface of the
orbs, where projected desires of beauty are suffused with light and its round from
that looks for an unachievable idealistic perfection, its also wehre it meets with
the cold and distorted refelxions of ourselfs in the glass. Its hot and cold, not only
describing the transition of its state of aggregation, but it also the negociation of
cultural values of design and art, decoration, kitsch and conceptualism, its a
materialist, static sculpure with ephemere moments of painting, when they play
with the changing light.
Above all, they can break. Eventhough the concept is always repetitive, its never
the same. It is an excercise of differences. These orbs were especially made for this
occasion in a local enterprise and are exhibited for the first time.
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